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Learning Objectives

• Learn how to build generative and parametric design workflows using Topologic, Dynamo, and Project Refinery

• Learn how to build topological models that can be used to conduct energy performance simulation in the early 

stages of design

• Learn how to build topological models that can be used to analyze the spatial characteristics of a design in the 

early stages of design

• Learn how to conduct multidomain, multiobjective optimization to explore a large design solution space
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Manifold Topology

• a collection of points forming a certain kind of set, such as 

those of a topologically closed surface or an analogue of 

this in three or more dimensions.

• A point on the surface of a manifold geometry divides the 

world into two states, the interior solid of the object and 

the external void of the world. More technically speaking, 

a manifold topology is called a 2-manifold topology.
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Non-Manifold Topology

• A non-manifold body also has a boundary [composed 

of faces] that separates the enclosed solid from the 

external void. Faces are either external [separating 

the interior (enclosed space) from the exterior (void)] 

or internal [separating one enclosed space (or cell) 

from another]. Furthermore, a non-manifold solid can 

have edges where more than two faces meet.

• A non-manifold point or edge on a non-manifold object 

can separate the world into more than 2 manifolds. In 

this case it is a 3-manifold topology or, more generally, 

a non-manifold topology.
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Non-manifold Topology
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Build,  Connect,  Analyse





Topologic Model as Driver for Multi-disciplinary Analysis

Building Fabric Model Energy Analysis Model Structural Analysis Model

Topologic model

Spatial Reasoning Model



Topological Queries - Adjacent 

Cells

• Once a CellComplex is created, you can select any Cell 

in it and ask it to return its adjacent Cells.

• In the example to the right, a Cell is selected at random 

(highlighted in yellow) and asked to return its adjacent 

Cells through the node Cell.AdjacentCells.

• Five adjacent Cells are returned (highlighted in 

translucent red): The Cells on its left and the right, the 

Cells above and below it, and the central core Cell that 

shares faces with all other Cells in this CellComplex.



Topological Queries – Shared Topologies

Example 1: Two adjacent Cells are selected from the CellComplex (yellow and blue). They are fed into Cell.SharedFaces. 

The shared face is thickened and coloured in red for clarity.



Topological Queries – Shared Topologies

Example 2: Two adjacent Cells are selected from the CellComplex (yellow and blue). They are fed into Cell.SharedVertices. 

Red spheres are placed at the shared vertices for clarity.



Dual Graph

Create a topology (e.g. Cluster of edges and vertices) that connects constituent elements of a parent topology. For 

example, the simplest dual graph of a CellComplex is a Cluster of Edges that connect the centers of mass of each cell in 

the CellComplex to its neighbours (using shared Faces)



Content/Context and Custom Dictionaries

Any topology can host other non-constituent topologies in its contents. Inversely, a topology can exist within the 

context of another topology. Additionally, any topology can have a dictionary with custom KeyValuePairs embedded 

in it.



Spatial and Component Resolution

As the atrium moves through the tower with the Boolean Impose operation in effect, the resulting topology is re-computed 

at each step. Since this is an impose operation, the interior of the atrium remains empty and the tower elements get cut as 

needed. When the atrium is detached from the tower, the returned result is a Cluster made of a Cell (atrium) and a 

CellComplex (tower). When the atrium intersects the tower, the returned result is a CellComplex.



Video

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation01.mp4

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation01.mp4


Topological Awareness

As the large Cell is imposed on a CellComplex, each Face in the CellComplex is aware of the Cells that share it. If only one 

Cell is sharing the Face, then, it is an exterior manifold Face and thus we color it Yellow. If it is a Face shared by two small

Cells, we color it blue and if it is a Face shared by a small and a large Cell, we color it blue. As the Cell is animated, all 

Faces are automatically updated. They are always topologically aware.



Video

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation02.mp4

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation02.mp4


Multi-domain, Multi-Objective Optimization

By combining Topologic in Dynamo with Refinery, and OpenStudio/EnergyPlus, we can conduct multi-domain, multi-

objective optimization where we can optimize not just energy-related attributes, but architectural and spatial ones as well.





WIP: Fire Simulation through Non-manifold Topologies



Video

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation03.mp4

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation03.mp4


The synergy of Topologic, FDS and AI for fire egress

This project illustrates the synergy of non-manifold topology (NMT), fire simulation, and a branch of artificial intelligence and 

machine learning (ML) called reinforcement learning (RL). This involved creating a CellComplex of a building, digitally 

starting a fire and inputting the results back into Dynamo, implementing a Q-Learning algorithm in python in Dynamo to 

train an artificial agent through reward and punishment to seek the exit in the shortest amount of time.



Video

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation04.mp4

https://topologic.app/tutorials/AU2019-Topologic-Animation04.mp4


Machine Learning for Fire Egress



Topologic Licensing

• Available now at https://topologic.app

• Topologic will ALWAYS be FREE to use – even for commercial purposes.

• Example: You are an engineering firm that uses Topologic internally to streamline your workflows and you 

receive a fee from your clients. You do not owe the Topologic team anything. Use as you wish. Deploy on as 

many seats as you wish.

• Release version to be dual licensed:

o AGPL v3 (with no fee): If you distribute it, your software needs to be OS.

o LGPL/Commercial on a case by case basis (fee-based). Your software can be closed.

• Cardiff University will host the software and manage the licensing.

https://topologic.app/
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